Abstract
Although the emergency department (ED) has not been a focus for Meaningful Use (MU) efforts in Stage 1, the care coordination objectives for Stage 2 and proposed updates in Stage 3 have implications in the ED setting. More information about how these MU objectives affect the ED setting is needed. To learn more about MU in the ED, we conducted semi-structured interviews with a variety of stakeholders in the EDs of two academic medical centers. These interviews were designed to elicit information about the utility and feasibility of the objectives in the ED setting, electronic health record (EHR) changes needed to facilitate meeting the objectives, and ways to change them. The interviews were coded using NVivo. Perspectives were consistent within and across both EDs. Suggestions included a modified medication reconciliation process and the importance of automated notifications and care summary transmissions.

Introduction
The emergency department (ED) is designed for rapid, acute care with quality metrics that focus on minimizing patient waits and throughput time. To facilitate coordinated care, the ED must exchange relevant information with community caregivers who are caring for a given patient[1]. Such efforts as the patient-centered medical home reinforce this view. The proposed Stage 3 care coordination Meaningful Use (MU) objectives include these measures to facilitate care coordination: medication reconciliation, provision of targeted care summaries for transitions and after-visit consults and referrals, and notification of significant events. Because MU efforts have not traditionally focused on the ED, stakeholders must learn more about considerations with these objectives unique to the ED.

Methods
We conducted semi-structured in-person interviews of key stakeholders at two EDs at academic medical centers in North Carolina and Tennessee. Participants included physicians, nurses, case managers, pharmacists, and ED administrators. The results of the interviews were transcribed and coded using NVivo to identify themes. A sample of 10% of the interviews was double-coded to ensure consistency.

Results
Staff across both EDs felt that the objectives were useful and would benefit patient care. However, they expressed concerns about how the objectives would be put into practice in the ED. They regarded medication reconciliation as important, but stated that a full reconciliation was incompatible with ED workflow. Participants felt a focused review of pertinent medications was sufficient, with a full reconciliation being deferred to the patient’s primary care doctor, inpatient admitting service, or pharmacist. For care summaries and notifications for post-ED visits referrals, participants discussed the importance of short, targeted summaries that could be sent automatically. The need for user-friendly EHRs that fit ED workflows and processes was a consistent theme across objectives. Another theme was the utility of health information exchanges to support care coordination, especially for patients with primary providers outside the local healthcare system.

Conclusion
Participants commented that MU was directed to primary care providers, and they felt the care coordination objectives reflected that direction. They suggested scalable requirements so that they could meet the fast-paced care requirements in the ED while also meeting the spirit of the regulation. The findings point to the need to consider a variety of settings and associated information needs and workflows in the MU objectives.
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